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Microsyst’s first time as exhibitor at the Kommunale 2019 

Visualisation technology for traffic, environment and 

energy  
 

Windischeschenbach, 22.11.2019 

 

Municipal requirements summed up – fair slogan of the Kommunale 2019 in Nuremberg on 

the one hand. On the other hand, microSYST could not word it better: The manufacturer and 

supplier of system electronics not only shows the display technology at its booth during its fair 

debut but is also pointing out visualisation solutions for municipal needs – from energy 

revolution to New Mobility and smart parking concepts. 

Traffic, parking and infrastructure 

According to customer requirements, Microsyst develops and produces passenger information 

displays at stops as well as large LED displays for the room or car park management. As a 

trade fair innovation, Microsyst presents mobile LED displays – equipped with a battery and 

solar panel for self-sufficient visualisation solutions, particularly relevant for short-term 

construction sites and road closures or for events – the size and technical design are of course 

almost freely scalable. 

Environment, energy and recycling 

The air quality can be visualised with special emission displays for example at measuring 

points or when driving into environmental zones. Just as exciting for many municipalities: 

displaying carbon savings, solar yields or simply route guidance for building yards and other 

municipal facilities. 

Durable, uncomplicated and without bureaucracy as standard 

With the latest LED technology for indoors and outdoors, the possibility to display up to seven 

display colours as well as industry monitors, Microsyst is ideally positioned for municipal needs. 

The durable systems are not only for the public sector a real benefit. „Due to the fanless 

technology, our displays are basically maintenance-free, even in a 24/7 operation“, explains 

managing director Harald Kilian. Position it, plug it in and that’s it – simple and without any 

bureaucracy. Or with other words: municipal requirements summed up. 
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Microsyst Systemelectronic GmbH at the Kommunale 2019 

 Display technology for traffic, environment and many more  

 hall: 8 

 booth: 312 
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About microSYST Systemelectronic GmbH 

Founded in 1985, the company based in Weiden i. d. Opf. has been developing, 

manufacturing and selling LED display systems for 30 years. The comprehensive know-how 

in LED technology goes back to the early in-house developments. This pronounced 

pioneering spirit is still deeply rooted in the company today. With future-oriented thinking and 

environmental awareness, microSYST will continue to dedicate itself to LED technology in 

the future under the following principles  

- Know-how right from the start 

- Individual development and production 

- Adapted systems with unique optics 

- Regionally sustainable and efficient  
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